Stochastic control roblems for controlled Markov processes models with an in&ite planning horizon are considered, under some non-standard cost criteria. The classical discounted and average cost criteria can be viewed as complementary, in the sense that the former captures the short-time and the latter the long-time performance of the s stem. Thus, we study a cost criterion obtained as weighted codinations of these criteria, extending to a general state and control s ace framework several recent results b Feinber and Shwartz PFESJ, and by Krass et al. [KFS]. In ddition, a functional charactenzation is iven for overtaking optimal policies, for problems with counta%le state spaces and compact control spaces; our approach is based on qualitative properties of the optimalit equation for problems with an average cost criterion. A comprete version of this paper
Introduction
Two important performance criteria usually associated with Controlled Markov Processes (CMP) are the total expected di5 counted cost (DC), and the long-run expected average cost (AC). When a DC criterion is used, and the one-stage cost function is bounded, the corresponding dynamic programming operator exhibits nice contractive properties which enable the development of a rather complete theory, under very general conditions; see [BSI, [DY] , [HLM] . In this situation, future costs are discounted at a rate 0 < / 3 < 1, and therefore, if p is not sufficiently close to 1, the asymptotic behavior of the state/cost process may not be important at all. Quite the opposite is the case with the AC criterion, under which all decision epochs are given equal weight and one takes the limit of time-averaged expected costs. Therefore, the finite time evolution of the state/cost process is com letely irrelevant in this case, and some sort of asymptotic stabre behavior is desired.
Therefore, the AC and DC can be seen as two opposite extremes in the spectrum of ossible criteria that can be considered, in the sense that the &st one ca tures the erformance of the process at the present and near future, a n 8 the second captures the performance at the distant future solely. However, situations often &se where past, present and future are all relevant, and thus it is desirable to introduce a cost criterion which offers a reasonable compromise between the above two criteria. t1c games. [KFS] have studied CMP with a weighted cost (WC), given by a convex combination of the AC and DC criteria, the corresponding weights beii selected depending on whether short-term or long-term be%avior of the trocess is to be em hasized. An analogous criterion has also een studied by [F& , for (finite) com etitive CMP. In [KFS] , attention is restnctJ to problems witg &lite state space and finite action set, and with only one cost function common to both the AC and DC criterion. However, many important applications, for which the WC criterion would constitute a very meaningful measure of performance, cannot be modelled within the framework of [KFS] . For example, in various problems related to stochastic networks both the AC and DC criteria are of interest, as studied by [BORBJ], and thus the WC criterion presents itself as a way to ca ture both aspects of the behavior of the rocess which are inividually measured by the former criteria. 5hese problems are naturally formulated in terms of countable state spaces, e.g., queue le he, and uncountable action spaces, e+, service rates teking 3 ues in an interval in R. In addition, there are many other problems that beat formulated in terms of general (Barel) state spaces &see [DY] , [HLW), f?r which the WC criterion should prove . For example, con&-tional probability distributiana are used as information stutes for problems with incomplete state information; see [ABFGM] , and [BE] . Also, in water " r a management problems, e.g., reservoir operation, the uantities of interest take value in continua, m d both DC and A 8 criteria are of intereat. Furthermore, ossibly &Rerent one-stage cost functions are discounted at &&rent rates to account for, e.g., water release and ower generation, and an average criterion is used to account g r , e.g., reeervoir level regulation and reereational lake uses.
In this paper, we stud CMP with a generulieed WC criterion, with eneral state anJcontro1 spand with several onestage cost knctiom being discounted at difennt rates. Thus, we combine and extend to a much more general context many of the results in PES] and [KFS] .
In man situations it is of interest to look for control policies that in&= an adequate undiscounted total w t . Although an optimal policy for the average cost criterion yields minimal growth rate for finite horizon undiscounted total expected m t s , this criterion is totally insensitive to tho finite time evolution of the process. The use of the overtaking criterion is one way to incorporate such sensitivity, while yielding results about the minimal growth rate of the cost flow. Under this criterion, one looks for r l i c i e s that yield a smalleat finite horizon &, for all horizons arge enough; this type of policy is called overtaking optimuZ, since for horizons large enough, it overtakes the cost due to any other policy. In this paper, we study this problem for countable state s ace and compact action space. Our approach follows that of 8M1 and ILEI881. and is based on the aualitaRecently, JSrawr et al.
tive properties 6f thk o p t d t y " uatiom, for the AC &tenon studied by [BG] ; see also (ABFGJ.
Notation and Preliminaries
Given a to ological space W, its Bore1 a-algebra will be denoted by f?(&); measurability will be always understood as Borel measurability henceforth. A (piscrete-time controlled Markov process is a stochastic dynamical system d escribed by the quadruplet (X, U,U,P), where the state space X is a Borel space, i.e., a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space; U denotes the control or action set, also taken as a Borel space.
To each z E X, a nonempty compact set U(z) E f ? U) of admissible actions is associated. Let K := {(z,~) : I E b ,U E U(I)} denote the space of admissible state-action pairs, which is viewed as a topological subspace of X x U. The evolution of the system is governed by the stochastic kernel P on X given K, i.e., P BI is a measurable function on K, for each B E B(X), and P(. 1, i) is a probability measure on B(X), for each (z,u) E K.
In addition, to assess the performance of the system, measurable one-stage cost functions c : K + R are chosen. Thus, at time t E NO := {0,1,2,. . .}, the system is observed to be in some state, say X t = z E X, and a decision Ut = u E U(+) is taken.
Then a cost c(z, U) is incurred, and by the next decision epoch t + 1, the state of the system will have evolved to some value in B E f3( X) with probability P( B z U). 
Thus, a Markov randormzed pohcy only depends on the "current" state of the process, and hence we will simply write, e.g., for all t,C E No, are called stationary randomrzed policies; we will simply write, e.g., A(. z) for these policies, and set of all such policies is denoted as h S R . Furthermore, if given A E ~S R there exists a measurable (decision function : X + U such s a d to be a stationa deterministic policy, and we simply write
for the action xosen (almost surely) by such a policy at z E X. The set of all stationary deterministic policies is denoted as n s~. Similarly, Markov deterministic policies are defined in the obvious way, and its set denoted as ~M D .
Note that
Given the distribution p of the initial state, and a policy A E lT, the corresponding state, control and history processes, { Xt {Ut} and { Ht } respectively, are random processes defined on t e canonical probability space (Hm, B(H,), PL) via the 
Correspondingly, the vector space of bounded, measurable func- 
The Generalized Weighted Cost Criterion
The following two assumptions will be used subsequently, and are in effect t h o u hout, the second of which is made to guarantee the existence of "measurable selectors;" see [ABFGM] , Section 7.5 in [BSI.
for all pairs (z, U) E K. Assumption 3.2: For each z E X, U ( z ) is a nonempty compact subset of U, and K is a Borel subset of X x U; also c(z,.) E &(U(z)), and .ff(y)P(
The following are commonly used criteria to measure the cost incurred by using a policy a E n, when the initial state of the system is I E X.
Finite HOTiZOn Total cost (Fc):
Let T E NO; for a policy a E n, the total cost for the finite horizon T is given by
Infinite Horizon Total Cost (TC): The total cost incurred by
A E n over the entire planning horizon is given by Discounted Cost DC): For a discount factor 0 < p < 1, the DC incurred by a E x is given by and the optimal P-discounted value function is defined as
Note that, due to Assumption 3.1, we have that vz E X , va E n .
If, given z E X and E > 0, a policy a is such that Jp(z,a) 5 JI;(z) + E , then a is said to be DC e-z-optimal; if a is DC E-2-optimal for all I E X, it is simply called DC E-optimal, and if furthermore it is DC E-optimal for all E > 0, it is said to be DC optimal. Similar terminology will be used for other criteria.
Average Cost (AC):
The long-run expected AC incurred by a E is given by and the optimal AC is defined as J * ( z ) := inf{J(z,a)}. As mentioned before, the AC criterion gives a measure of the long-run performance of the state/cost process { Xt, c(X,, U,)}, but completely neglects any finite time behavior of this process. Contrary to this, the initial evolution of the process above is crucial when using a DC criterion, for which the asymptotic behavior is unimportant. On the other hand, the TC criterion gives equal weight to every decision epoch, but in most problems every policy leads to an infinite TC, rendering this criterion useless in order to discriminate among different policies. This, and our previous discussion, motivates the definition of the following criterion; c.f. PES], and (KFS] . is nonstotionary, i.e., it depends explicitly on timet. However by considering an augmented state space X x NO, the DC problem using Cd(', ., .) falls within our original model formulation.
Remark 3.3
When a = 1, we recover the criterion in [FES] .
When K = 1 and cl(.,.) = c z ( -, -) , we recover the criterion in [KFS Moreover, for our results on the GWC criterion in the seqd, c~+ 1 ( -, e )
need not be bounded above; the corresponding AC stochastic control problem with unbounded cost function could then be analized as in [BLL] . Solely for ease of exposition, we will continue to assume a uniform boundedness condition on all one-stage cost functions. weighted combination of dicounte fi" cost criteria; furt 6 ermore the Naturally, in order to study the GWC criterion, we must fkst establish the basic results concerning the AC and DC criteria, which we do next. Let c(-,*) be a (generic) onestage cost function; the undweounted dynamic programming map T : L ( X ) + Ic(X), is defined as
Tp : C(X) -I C(X) is given as
These maps, as well as their iterates, are well defined; see ABFGM], and BSI. The followi is a well known result; see [ABFCM, BSI ( ! 9 7 8 ) , [DY] , [ H L a . (ii) Furthermore, a stationary policy A E IISD is DC optimal if and only i f r ( x ) attains the infimum in (3.14), for all z E X, i.e.,
A is a measurable selector in (3.14), and at least one such policy exists. 0 (iii) Also, J; is the Unique fixed point of T# in &(X).
Remark 3.4:
Note that when the one-stage cost function is nonstationary, e.g., cd(., e, -) in (3.9), then the resulting optimal policy in Theorem 3.1 is Markov (and deterministic).
If there are measurable real-valued functions p and h on X,
then the pair (p, h is said to be a solution to the average cost optimality equation (ACOE); see [ABFGM] . The interest in (3.15) derives from the following result.
Theorem 3.2:
Suppose that ( p , h ) is a solution to the ACOE, and that for each admissible policy r E Il the following holds:
and if r E ~I S D is such that ~( z ) attains the infimum in (3.15), equality is attained in (3.17);
(ii) If p ( z ) = p' E R, for all z E X, then p* = J*(z), for all x E X, any r* E l l s~ such that ?r*(z,) attains the infimum in 0 The proof of Theorem 3.2 is a simple extension of, e.g., Theorem 2.2 in [HLM] , and will not be given here. Given the results above, naturally there has been considerable interest in finding conditione which guarantee the existence of a bounded solution ( , h ) to the ACOE, with p* E R apd h E cb X), for then ( 3 . l g i s satisfied trivially, and (ii apphes, see [AAFGM] . (see also [ABFGM] ), and it has also been shown ")FA that a bomdedneas condition, uniform in the discount actor, of dd€erences of discounted value functions is (3.15) is AC optimal, and one such pohcy exists.
Given a bounded solution (p*,h) to t h e ACOE, p.roperties of a necessary condition for a bounded solution to the ACOE to exist.
GWC &-Optimal Policies
In general, AC optimal policies need not exist (see [ROSS] ). However, for CMP with finite state and fmite action spaces, there exist policies in n s~ which are optimal for the AC criterion, and the same is true for the DC criterion; see [ROSS] . Furthermore, for this situation, Blackwell optimal policies also exist, i.e., policies in l l s~ which are both AC optimal and DC optimal, for all p in a neighborhood of 1. However, even for this simplest of situations, Feinberg and Shwartz [FES] , and [KFS] have given examples which show that:
GWC optimal policies need not exist (see Example 2 in [KF&)), and (ii) .2) The term on the right in (4.2) is, in general, an ideal yet unachievable level of performance, as mentioned above; for this reason, [KFS] call this term the utopian lower bound. As a direct consequence of the definition of W,'(z), it follows that there exist &+optimal policies, for each s E X, 0 5 a 5 1, and 0 < / 3 < 1.
To expand on this result, we will use the following assumptions. [ABFGM] an references tterein.
Theorem 4.1: Let K E IN and 0 5 a 5 1 be given, and let 0 < BK 5 PK-I < . . . < p2 < ,& < 1 be given discount factors. In ad&tion, for 6 = 1,2,. , . , K + 1, let ck(.,.) be given onesta e cost functions, each satisfying a boundedness condition as in issumption 3.1. If Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2 hold, then (i) For each e > 0 there exists N ( E ) E IN, such that for all I E X there is a GWC e-I-optimal policy nC+', with a;" = a:, for all (ii) For each E > 0 there exists N ( E ) E IN, such that if 7ra E IIMD is a DC &-optimal policy for the one-sta e cost function Cd(', ., -) of (3.9), then for any N 2 N ( E ) , the pofcy a' given by t 1 N(e).
is GWC &-optimal. (iii) The utopian lower bound is attained, i.e., W , * ( z ) = a ( l -p l ) J~, ( I , C d ) + ( l -a ) P * r vz Ex.
Remark 4.2:
The structure of the &-optimal polic obtained in (ii) above is intuitively appealing: use the best poicy for the weighted DC criteria long enough at the beginnin , and then switch to the policy which is best in the long run. fikewise, f) above sim 1 says to eventually use the policy which is best in t e long run. ! ? t e e t pe of policies are called ultimately (stationary) deterministic by bFS]. Policies a as in ii) in Theorem 4.1 are shown to exist win the embed4ng tech,,,, in h a r k 3.3; see [FES] and [DY] . f f a = 1, then R: above IS GWC €-optimal; see [FES] .
WC e-Optimality Equations
In this section, we consider only a sim ler wei hted criterion, as in [KFS] . To this effect, we consider t i e simptr situation when K = 1, and cl(-,-) = c2(., and will denote the resulting WC criterion as W, ~( z , a), m ing explicit the values of the and WC criteria, given I E X and R E II, it is easily seen that { lE:[c(Xt, U t ) ] ) determines the corresponding costs, e.g., discount and weight factors. From ak the definition of the AC, DC, For cost criteria of this type, it can be shown that ~M R is sufficiently rich, in the sense that, given any R E rI, a policy R' E IIMR can be found such that for each t E No. This result follows from an extension of a theorem by Derman and Strauch [DS] , and is based on the following fact: given R E n, the probability measure vt IIMR, (5.1) is satisfied; see [DY, , h more detruls.
We thus conclude that when considering any cost criterion, the value of which is determined by {E~[c(Xt,U,)]},.like the AC, DC, and WC criterion, then the largest set of policies that needs to be considered is MR.
We will need the following notation: given a policy R = (~0 ,~1 , 7 r 2 , .
.
.) E ~M R ,
we let R -:= ( T~, A Z , R~, . . .) E ~M R , and for R* E ~S R , we let R* . a := (a*, no, X I , . . .) E l l~~. For al, a2 nonnegative numbers, such that a1 + a2 > 0, we write able sto -L astic kernel on U given X, satisfying mt/~](U(z)ls) = W(z,17;a1,a2,P) := a 1 ( 1 -P ) J L ? ( I , R ) + a . 2 J ( z , R ) ,
Note that where a = q / ( a 1 + a2). Also, W*(z,?r;al,az,p) will denote that correspondmg infimum over U M R . 
Overtaking Criterion
Consider now the FC problem; every policy A E II therefore gives rise to a cost flow T t-+ &-(I, A). Typicd.y.JT(z, A ) + co, as T --t 00, and therefore one attempts to mimmize, e.g., the limiting average cost to evaluate the performance of the system under a particular policy. Although an optimal policy for the average cost criterion yields minimal growth rate for &-(I, U), this criterion is totally insensitive to the finite time evolution of the process. The use of the overtaking criterion is another way to incorporate such sensitivity, while yielding results about the minimal growth rate of the cost flow. for all x E X, and for all T sufficiently large; note that what is meant by T being "sufficiently large" may depend on the choice of S. A policy is called overtaking optimal if it overtakes every other policy. Clearly, overtaking optimality implies avera e cost optimality, but the converse is not true in enerd. d e now consider the situation when X = IN, U(.) = 8, and work under the following additional assumptions. Tius, under the mentioned recurrence condition, search for 0 k
We need the following notation: let n o m (6.1), it follows that ii would be overtaking optimal if EZ{~(XT)) has the maximal growth rate, as T + 00. Under a Lyapunov stability condition (see Assumption 6.4 below), we will show the existence of a policy ii E f i s~ as in Remark 6.1, and also having the maximal growth mentioned above. where 3 1 is the 0-al ebra generated by the history process { H t )
under A, and 1{A) f enotes the indicator function for the set A.
(iv) There exists a random variable 2 and an scalar X > 0 such that E [esp(X2)] < 00, and for all b > 0 0 Remark 6.2: Assumption 6.4 has many implications, in particular uniform boundednes of the expected return time to X i = 0, under an policy; see [BOR91], pp. 63-68, and h a r k 5.13 in [ A B F G q However, condition (iv) above is rather strong. For a compre ensive discussion of Lyapunov's and equivalent umditions, see [CCHL] .
Under the above Lyapunov condition and Assumption 6.3, all policies ?r E IISR are stable: the corresponding controlled Markov chain { X , } is positive recurrent; see [ABFGM] , [BOW1 Let ?r E IISD, and let q(n) denote the invariant probability kstribution of { X , } under ?r. The following results are proved by [BG] . 
Y€X
Then, the proof of Lemma 3.8 in [BG] can be easily modified to vield:
and thus, sup * ( T ) := ** < 00.
(6.9)
*Efiso
Hence, we have the following.
Lemma 6.2:
There exists a A* E f i s~ such that * ( A * ) = **.
Finally, we show existence of an overtaking optimal policy in f i s~, and give a functional characterization for this policy. Then ?r* is overtaking optimal.
